
Minutes of the Corner Canyon High School Community Council Meeting held February 4, 2021, 
in person in the atrium and via Zoom. 
 
Hosting Zoom Meeting @ CCHS – Sandra Steele 
 
Present via Zoom:  Connie Atkisson, Wayne Dittmore, Bruce Eschler, Stephanie Fowler, Ryan 
Frost, Heidi Grimshaw, Andrea Haugen, Darrell Jensen, Jennifer Kalm, John Koop, 
Devin Morgan, Hal Nicholson, Tami Owen, Christa Reid, and Jana White. 
 
Visitors: Maria Jones 
 

I. Welcome and Introduction 
Hal called the SCC meeting to order for February 4, 2021, at 5:06pm. 
 
Hal welcomed everyone, and thanked the members for attending.  Your help on the 
SCC  is greatly appreciated. 
 

II. Review and Approval of January 2021 Minutes – Hal Nicholson 
Minutes of January SCC Meeting have not been finalized.  The SCC will review both 
January and February’s minutes at the March SCC meeting. 
 

III. Counseling Corner – Sandra Steele 
The counselors have had a big week.  They kicked off this week with introducing the 
course request window for the 2021 – 2022 school year.  This window is open 
through February 16th.  We have asked student to go ahead and complete their 
course request as soon as possible, although it’s not like a first come, first serve 
thing.  There will be time to review it with parents.  Please make sure they have 
classes they want.  Students participated in a virtual assembly on Monday, after the 
assembly they had time in class to explore the charger fair flip grid. If you have not 
had a change to watch the charger fair flip grid I would encourage you to look at it.  
Mr. Dittmore worked hard with teachers to create videos which would be very 
helpful to students to watch and learn more about the different classes and the 
teacher who are teaching the classes.  We have also asked students to access a 
tutorial on the student Center Website if they have any question about how to 
complete their course request . We have  tutorials there for them to access and link 
to the flip grid as well, and an instructional video so we hope they’ll do that. 
 
The Student Center does have a few activities coming in this next week or so that 
will also help the students complete those course request. 
 
Mr. Dittmore conducted some CTE tours and latter he will report to us on how the 
tours went. 
 



Monday, we will be working very closely with our sophomores, in their college and 
career readiness presentations, this will happen during their English classes and our 
focus will be on helping them complete their course requests.  The students will also 
do a career interest inventory and some other things that will help get them up for 
the next two years. A video presentation will actually be going over to Draper Park 
Middle School that will be next Thursday.  We are going to go ahead and guide the 
incoming freshman through that course request process.  A lot of them. we hope, 
will already have it done from home but we’ll be able to go in and answer questions. 
We will be there the entire  day. Course Request are really our main focus this 
month. 
 
This coming Wednesday, February 10, juniors will have the opportunity to connect 
with more than 14 local college and universities.  This will be our virtual high day.  In 
the pasted this has been a day, where those representation would come to the high  
school.  Juniors would rotate through different sessions with those college REPS and 
participate in live chats with college REPS as well. 
 
We hope to make it really fun.  We would like to get the kids excited.  Many 
students are kind of walking through this daily routine and we want to mix it up a 
little bit this way so that’s pretty much what we’ve got going on in the next few 
weeks.   
 
A parent asked when the ACT test was going to be given. 
 
Sandra informed the SCC members that the ACT test will be given on March 9th. 
 
Mr. Dittmore stated that they had brought nearly 500 eighth graders to the school 
and had 16 different rotations which toured the CTE departments.  The counseling 
department pitched in as well as worked base learning to help with this event. 

 
 

IV. Teacher and Student Success Plan (TSSP) and School LAND Trust Program – Bruce 
Eschler 
 
Bruce informed the SCC that we were still waiting on some information from the 
district. The subcommittee set a date for February 24, 2021 for its meeting.   The 
subcommittee is Connie Atkisson, Ryan Frost,  Stephanie Fowler, Heidi Grimshaw, 
and Tami Owen,  
 
a. Review/Update 2020 proposed expenditures 

i. Post 2020 report on  
I. School website - Complete  
II.    USBE Land Trust website – Site not Available 
II. State website – TBD 



ii.   Provide council member with final report – Complete 
iii.  Provide Final Report to families – Complete 

b. TSSP and Land Trust plan for 2021 – 2022 
I.      Sub Committee meeting 

I. Wednesday February 4, 2021, 9:00am – 11:00am @ CCHS 
The purpose of the subcommittee is to develop a draft from 
the teachers, from BLT Committee Plan.  Take some of their 
proposals for the subcommittee to look over and if they have 
opinions on any of the proposals or do they have other items 
they think we  should focus on.  The initial draft comes from 
the administration. 
 
For next year I think we were not able to fully implement this 
year plan because of this year’s craziness.  So, some of what 
we were initially looking at for this year we were not able to 
collect all the data we needed.  What we did not get to try this 
year we might like to continue for next year.  Let’s keep those 
in mind. 

 
V. Principal’s Update – Darrell Jensen     

a. Graduation 
We meet with the school board Tuesday night and we all presented 
our current graduation plans,  I say current in case guidelines change 
and restrictions are lifted,  obviously we’re planning o doing 
something very similar to what we did last year with the drive 
through graduation, parade type celebration, where we would stage 
our student s at Willow Spring and allow 40 students every 20 
minutes, 120 students per hour, to drive down 7th east and come 
through the horseshoe.  I have received a lot of feedback, a lot of 
positive feedback on.  I mentioned this to you last month as well.   
 
One of the other thoughts was the football stadium. The problem 
right know with our stadium is we would not be able to allow quite 2 
tickets per graduate.  
 
So, this is why we are leaning towards the drive thru as far as other 
venues, like the Maverick center, UVU, and the Huntsman Center 
where we’ve traditionally had gradation, they’re not even allowing us 
to sign contracts right now, so that is where we are on graduation. 
 

b. Parking 
The district has come out to the school and talked about putting gates   
at all entrances of the school.  The district is moving ahead with bids 
to try to get gates to isolate those two back parking lots back by the 



stadium, and Driver’ Ed., and over by the tennis courts and the 
softball fields that’s where the majority of the problems in the 
evenings are. 
But until then we’re actually paying some overtime salaries to Draper 
Police Department and they’re patrolling three to four nights a week 
between the hours of 10:00pm and Midnight to help us control the  
parking lot and keep an eye on it.   
 

c. Testing 
d. COVID – 19 Action Plan 

Items c & d are actually the same thing.  Most of you received a 
Skylert this afternoon.  Basically, we’ve been holding tight to about 10 
between eight and 10 cases at the school. We  have  had great 
momentum and things have been going pretty good for the last few 
months.  We had a little bit of a spike, we jumped to the 1% really 
quickly. 
We have two options we can either go online for two weeks, or we 
can do what the state’s created the test to state route this week. 
 
So, starting Monday morning we’re going to test every student in the 
school, starting at eight. We had a short faculty meeting today, and 
went through the process at that time with teachers.  
We will have ten testing lines down in the gym.  We are going to 
rotate classes every 15 minutes . it’s going to take about 40 
individuals to test the students.  The board of health is sending 20 
people to help, the district is sending 10 people and the school will be 
using 10 - 15 of our testing people.  We are trying to accomplish the 
testing every student in two and a half hours. 
The biggest thing is to encourage the students to get on and register 
with red CAP that’s what slows the process down.  The testing 
process is just a matter of swab, dropping and move, and that’s if 
they’re all registered so I’m confident that we’ll be able to do that. 
 
A parent asked the question:  Are the student’s being tested once 
during that 10 day time period, or are they being tested multiple 
times 
 
Darrell said that by testing Monday that resets our total count to zero 
for two weeks, so no one has to be tested for two weeks,  so we are 
at zero.  That would take the school to February 20th. 
 
Another parent asked if there was a percentage of students that 
needed to be tested in the school to have that test to stay work or 
just a few tests to stay . 



 
Darrell explained that if you test positive you obviously have to go 
home and quarantine .  I haven’t been given a hard line as far as 
percentage that needs to be right know.  Initially it was like 80%, but 
that is not the case anymore. 
 
The parent wondered  if it was going to create a hardship on our 
teachers to be teaching in class and on-line. 
 
Darrell responded by saying they’ll  have to go through canvas and 
others you know may live stream. 
 
One thing which I think is important to point out is we’re currently 
testing  probably 40% of our students anyway through performing 
arts and Athletes I clubs that have been meeting consistently.  We 
have to do all those clubs and out of season things that are doing 
conditioning or training anything outside of school day we’ve been 
testing and we’re  currently testing probably 40% of our student 
already. 
 
A parent had one more question in regard to graduation.  She stated 
she had spoken to many of her friends about drive by graduations  
and many of them know seems to be upset about drive by 
graduation.  She stated she would like a survey sent out to  senior 
parents and  senior students and see what they would prefer for 
graduation.  The parents are so upset they want to go to the school 
board because last year the only option was a drive by graduation. 
This year there could be other options. Parents just want to know if 
there was going to be a survey.   
 
Darrell stated that a survey was done after last year’s graduation, 
obviously that hold some relevance as well as far as feedback we 
received from that survey.  The only other option we have would be 
to have graduation in the stadium.  We could have 900 tickets for 
25% capacity and we are pushing the graduating class of just under 
600 students.  That doesn’t even give two tickets per graduate and 
does not take into count the 580 graduates on the field.  That is our 
only other option right know.  We are locked in until some venues 
open up, and that is if they open in time to plan graduation. 
 
A parent brought up that the red cap system is not working for the 
students to sign up for the Monday testing.   Bruce Eschler stated 
they may want to try chrome when registering on red camp. 
 



Darrell also let the SCC committee members know that nomination 
for teacher of the year is open and if anyone would like to nominate a 
teacher please do so.  He stated he recognizes  all teachers who are 
nominated, and this year there are many teachers who should be 
recognized for there hard work. 
 
A parent asked if the school needed any volunteers for the testing on 
Monday and Darrell said if anyone would like to come and help they 
were welcome to do so. 
 
 

VI. Other Items – Hal Nicholson 
Hal asked if any member of the SCC had any other items to discuss.   
 

VII. Adjourn – Hal Nichols 
 

Motion:   Stephanie Fowler made the motion to adjourn. Andrea Haugen seconded the motion. 
 
Vote:  17 – 0 
 
Meeting Adjourned 
 
Nest Meeting: Thursday,  April 1, 2021 – 5:00pm 

 
 
 
 


